
COFFEE - KEY 

1. Which country is the biggest coffee producer in the world ? Brazil 

2. Name a few other coffee-producing countries ? Vietnam, Columbia, Indonesia, 

Ethiopia 

3. In which regions of the world does coffee typically grow ? in the warm climates of the 

tropics and subtropics 

4. At which heights do coffee trees grow best ? between 1000 and 2500 metres 

5. Name the two main types of coffee beans:  coffee robusta, coffee arabica 

6. Where are they grown and what is the difference between them ? arabica is grown in 

higher regions of Central and South America; robusta is dominant in central and 

eastern Africa; it can resist diseases better and can grow at lower altitudes 

7. What are the fruits of coffee trees called ? berries 

8. How tall can coffee trees get ? 4 -  6 metres 

9. How long does it take a coffee tree to produce a full harvest ? six years 

10. Why are coffee beans mostly picked by hand?  Only good berries are used; leaves 

and waste are separated 

11. Where is coffee roasted ? in the countries where it is shipped to 

12. What effect does coffee have on the human body ? stimulates heart and muscles, 

keeps you awake 

13. What is decaffeinated coffee ? caffeine is chemically extracted from coffee 

14. How is coffee brewed ? it must be ground; hot water is forced through coffee pads 

15. What is instant coffee ? hot water is poured over coffee powder; no machine is 

necessary 

16. Where did coffee originate ? eastern African highlands 

17. Who brought coffee to Europe ? the Turks in the 16th century 

18. What is a Café latte ? espresso with a lot of hot milk and foam 

19. What is a cold espresso called ? frappe 

20. What is Turkish coffee ? very strong, muddy coffee  

 


